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Abstract—Analog radio-over-fiber (RoF) is a suitable technology for efficiently developing the cloud-RAN concept in fifth generation deployments based on long-term evolution advanced (LTE-A). Distortion and radiofrequency (RF) power amplifier gain should be taken into account in order to achieve the desired transmission power at the base station. Both mainly depend on several parameters that characterize the optical link, such as the RF input power and bias current. This paper analyzes the link performance due to variations on the traffic load as expected under real operation. In this paper, we show that it is possible in this scenario to adaptively choose the optimal RF input power to minimize the measured error vector magnitude and reduce the RF subsystem gain. Results show that this adaptation allows to relax the RF amplifier gain requirements up to 3-4 dB for medium load conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE 5G communications systems are based on new proposals which combine a more efficient use of the spectrum and the latest technological advances in signal processing, communications and networks. As far as network deployment is concerned, it provides a higher access element density together with heterogeneity of both access technologies and cell types (macro, micro, pico and femto cells) as a way of increasing capacity. In addition, the Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) concept will be applied [1] on 5G systems, where base station (BS) functionalities are split in two levels: a centralized baseband unit (BBU), of great capacity of computation which includes the Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical (PHY) layers, and a set of distributed Remote Radio Head (RRH) units where RF transmission and reception are performed, which carry out the opto-electric (transmission) and electro-optic (reception) conversions. One of the biggest challenges in the C-RAN implementation is the design of the link between the BBUs and the RRUs, called fronthaul, which should have high bandwidth and low latency. According to those requirements, Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) is a suitable technology for C-RAN fronthaul transmissions as both, high bandwidth and low latency are among its relevant features.

Current Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)-based mobile communication systems like LTE-A are very sensitive to the nonlinear distortions introduced by analogue devices, especially at the transmitter. The power amplifier nonlinear behavior will now add a new source of degradation because of the fiber dispersion and the electric to optical and optical to electric converters [2].

Several studies have analyzed the relationship between the distortion originated in the optical transmission segment between the BBU and the RRH and the RF input power [3]–[6]. Any reduction of power must be compensated for by increasing the RF subsystem gain at the RRH so that the laser does not work near its saturation region. Consequently the RF input power should be as high as possible in order to simplify the amplifier gain requirements. However, when the RF power is greatly reduced, the distortion also increases due to the noise. Thus, if the RF input power is low, the performance of the analog RoF link is limited by noise whereas when that power is high, the performance is limited by non-linear distortion. Previous works conclude that a key rule is to choose an optimum RF input power to minimize these effects and ensure that the laser bias is neither near to the lasing threshold level nor to the saturation region.

Many works focus on the study of the maximum input power which satisfies the EVM requirements for LTE signals established by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) under different parameters, such as the measured constellations Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) (16-QAM, 64-QAM), the input power vs fiber lengths, the carrier aggregation scheme, etc. In [5] an automatic input level controller was needed to achieve the best EVM performance of a downstream RF signal when, besides the optical fiber subsystem (FO), the high power amplifier (HPA) at the input of the antenna is explicitly considered. EVM degradation will be observed at the HPA output if the received power at the RRH drives the amplifier stage out of its linear operation range. Furthermore, these studies consider simplified hypothesis about the downlink LTE-A system operation. In fact, OFDM signals occupying the whole bandwidth of the selected carrier are assumed. However, LTE-A downlink resource patterns and power allocation requirements will have a great impact on a system configuration, as this work explicitly discusses.
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we briefly summarize the basis of radio resource and downlink power allocations in LTE-A and their impact on power variation on the optical link. The analytic signal description is explained in Section III. The experimental setup and the main results are discussed in Section IV. Finally, some conclusions about this work are provided in Section V.

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND DOWNLINK POWER ALLOCATION IN LTE-A

Downlink power allocation aims at having constant power for all occupied frequency subcarriers or resource elements (RE) in order to better control interference variations at the UEs in inter-cell scenarios. The RE in eNB is defined as the smallest entity in the resource grid of subcarriers (in the frequency domain) and OFDM symbols (in the time domain). Depending on the power allocation design goals, cell-specific reference signals (CRS), which are embedded into the overall system bandwidth at certain frequency subcarriers (=RE), are transmitted with constant power across the downlink system bandwidth and constant across all subframes (TTI: transmission Time Interval = 1 subframe = 1 ms), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

At the air interface, the evolved-NodeB (eNB) sets the default CRS Energy Per RE (RS-EPRE) and calculates it by dividing the maximum allowed output power to the number of subcarriers/REs on the whole bandwidth. For instance, in a bandwidth configuration of 20 MHz, the number of REs is 1200. In this case, if the allowed maximum output power is set to 15 dBm, the reference power allocation in an occupied RE which is transmitting a CRS signal is 15 dBm − 10log (1200). Then, the EPRE of all other signal components or physical channels is set relative to this RS-EPRE value, which is used as a reference.
The specification includes some feasible power ratio thresholds between the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) or Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) energy per RE and the RS EPREs. The downlink modulation schemes (QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM) require different level of EVM accuracy to exploit the full benefit of the modulation. Due to the fact that EVM depends on the power control range, the difference between the maximum and the minimum RE transmitted output power in the case of a specified reference condition is constrained to $X = +4f−6$ dB, $+3−3$ dB and 0 dB, for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and specified in [7].

On the other hand, the ratio between PDSCH EPRE and the RS EPRE’s for each OFDM symbol depend on PDSCH RE’s location, and is denoted by either $\rho_A$ or $\rho_B$. The magnitude $\rho_B$ is used if the PDSCH RE lies on the same symbol where there is a RS (index 0, 4) and the parameter $\rho_A$ is used otherwise, according to [7], $\rho_A$ usually corresponds to the parameter $P_A$, called reference Signal Power, which is signaled via higher layers. $P_A$ allows to set 8 power configurations (ranging from 0 to 7), which correspond to $\rho_A = \{-6, -4.77, -3, -1.77, 0, 1, 2, 3\}$. $\rho_B$ is derived as a ratio of $\rho_A$ ($\rho_B / \rho_A$). Fig. 1(b) illustrates the EPRE relationships between several signal/physical channels (CRS, PDCCH and PDSCH) in a Physical Resource Block (PRB). A PRB is the minimum unit assigned to an UE in a 1 ms subframe, consisting of 12 subcarriers (180 kHz) along the whole subframe (14 OFDM symbols), excluding PDCCH. In this work, $P_A = 4$ implies $\rho_A = 1$ or 0 dB and $\rho_B / \rho_A$ is set to 1. Consequently RS, PDCCH and PDSCH REs are transmitted with the same EPRE.

Besides these few degrees of flexibility, one of the main features of downlink power allocation is the fact that the power per occupied RE remains constant despite any change in the number of resources allocated on the PDSCH. This yields to a dependence of the actual eNB output power on the resource allocation. As a result, the base station transmitted power in a LTE/LTE-A system may severely fluctuate, depending on the number of occupied OFDM subcarriers at any particular time.

It is important to know the requirements which are imposed by the radio resource management strategies defined over the physical layer. In contrast to wired networks, resource allocation in OFDM systems such as LTE-A is fundamentally different. The scheduler at eNB attempts for a suitable resource allocation (power, subcarriers and modulation and coding scheme) between their UEs in each sub-frame. Its decisions are based on several factors such as traffic demands, the quality of service required by the active users, the propagation channel and the interference experienced by each user, the total available power in the enB, the inter-cell interference coordination schemes, etc... Actually, not only the number of PRBs but also the distribution of these PRBs over the carrier bandwidth may change in order to exploit the multiuser multicastchannel diversity [8]. According to that resource allocation flexibility, the standard [7] defines the power variation dynamic range for different bandwidths [see Fig. 1(d)]. The total power dynamic range is the difference between the maximum and the minimum transmit power in an OFDM symbol that carries PDSCH and does not contain RS. The dynamic range upper limit is the OFDM symbol power for an eNB at maximum output power (all PRBs are transmitted). The lower bound is the OFDM symbol power when only one PRB is transmitted. For example, when a 20 MHz signal bandwidth is considered, the maximum number of PRBs is 100. Thus, the dynamic range is $10 \log(100\text{PRB}/1\text{PRB}) = 20$ dB. When 5 MHz is considered, the maximum number of PRBs is 25, and consequently the dynamic range is $10 \log(25\text{PRB}/1\text{PRB}) = 13.9$ dB. In the remaining symbols, even though one single PRB is transmitted, the dynamic range is limited to 12.58 dB because some subcarriers are used to transmit cell reference signals, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and (c). Finally, power spectral density varies through the time as Fig. 1(e) shows, but EPRE remains constant.

As explained, system operation clearly differs from a usual optical link analysis. At the base station, the RF input power is often selected considering that all PRBs are employed, i.e. under maximum system traffic load conditions. As a result of the actual cell operating situation, which may be far from the previous scenario, the instantaneous load conditions of the cell and the decisions made by the scheduler play a key role on the optical link distortion. From a quantitative point of view, different EVM measurements can be obtained with identical input power values corresponding to different number of allocated PRBs. It is important to pay attention to the fact that the optical link and the RF subsystem must guarantee that downlink power allocation constraints are fulfilled. In terms of ratios between PDCCH, PDSCH and RS-EPRE, they should not vary at the radio interface. Thus, the aim is that the FO+RF subsystem achieved gain remains constant for any distribution of the PRBs occupied in the different sub-frames. Although the output power may actually change every TTI, fluctuations depend on the resource allocation.

III. SIGNAL AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The simplest C-RAN architecture with optical fronthaul (Fig. 2) consists of a BBU comprised by the LTE-A signal generator, a semiconductor laser, a dispersive fiber link, and a RRH with a photodetector and a RF amplifier subsystem. For simplicity, we describe the fluctuations on an optically intensity modulation system. With few modifications (those referred to the external modulation systems such as EAMs or Max-Zenders), signal variations can be addressed for every particular device, but main conclusions will be still valid.

As far as the OFDM waveform is concerned, optical systems have been classically evaluated using a RF modulated signal with fully filled subcarriers [9], [10]. In this situation, the baseband signal is [11]

$$x(t) = \sum_{k=-N/2}^{N/2} X_k e^{j2\pi k f t} = \sum_{k=-N/2}^{N/2} X_k e^{j\Omega_k t} \quad (1)$$

with $\Omega_k = 2\pi k \Delta f$ the subcarrier frequency, $N$ the total number of subcarriers, $\Delta f$ the subcarrier spacing ($\Delta f = 15$ KHz in this case) and $X_k$ the modulated symbols (containing reference signals and control, synchronization and user data). The laser
feeding RF waveform (Direct Modulated Laser) $x_{DML}(t)$ is

$$x_{DML}(t) = \text{Re} \left\{ e^{j\Omega_{RF}t} \sum_{k=-N/2}^{N/2} X_k e^{j\Omega_k t} \right\}$$  \quad (2)

where $\Omega_{RF} = 2\pi f_{RF}$, and $f_{RF}$ is the RF carrier frequency. Previous studies have assumed that the OFDM signal is a stationary stochastic process with a constant spectral density and averaged power. According to the previous section, the actual situation is far from a fully occupied OFDMA signal. In order to describe a more realistic scenario, the time structure and the transmitted symbols should be carefully taken into account. The transmitted signal in each LTE subframe is described by a resource grid of $N = N_{DL}^{RF} N_{RB}^{RF}$ used subcarriers ($N_{DL}^{RF}$ is the number of PRBs, which depends on the downlink configured transmission bandwidth, and $N_{RB}^{RF} = 12$, the number of subcarriers per PRB) and $N_{DL}^{Symb}$ the OFDM symbols in the time domain [12]. Each element in the resource grid can be uniquely identified by the index pair $(k,l)$ in a subframe where $k = 0, \ldots, N_{DL}^{RF} - 1$ and $l = 0, \ldots, N_{Symb}^{RF} - 1$, being $X_{k,l}$ the modulated symbol which corresponds with the (k,l) resource element (RE). Thus, the LTE baseband signal needs to be more precisely described according to [12]. The time-continuous signal $x_{LTE}^l (t)$ in OFDMA symbol $l$ in a downlink subframe is defined by

$$x_{LTE}^l(t) = \sum_{k=-N/2}^{N/2} X_{k,l} e^{j2\pi k \Delta f (t - N_{CP,l} T_s)}$$  \quad (3)

with $0 \leq t < (N_{CP,l} + N) \times T_s$ being $N_{CP,l}$ the length of the cyclic prefix in the symbol $l$, $N = 2048$ the number of samples of useful symbols and $T_s = 1/(15000 \cdot 2048)$ the basic time unit, for a $\Delta f = 15$ kHz subcarrier spacing. Note that different OFDM symbols within a subframe have different cyclic prefix lengths. The OFDM symbols in a subframe shall be transmitted in increased order of $l$, starting with $l = 0$, where OFDM symbol $l > 0$ starts at time $\sum_{l'=0}^{l-1} (N_{CP,l'} + N) T_s$. Finally, the feeding RF signal is

$$x_{DML, l}(t) = \sum_{k=-N/2}^{N/2} |X_{k,l}| \cos [(\Omega_{RF} + \Omega_k) (t - N_{CP,l} T_s)]$$

$$\times (t - N_{CP,l} T_s) + \varphi_{zk,l}$$  \quad (4)

There are certain resource elements (corresponding with reference signals) which are always transmitted in the system whereas the remaining components (control and data) may be occupied or not, and thus, are the source which contribute to the largest variation on laser modulation. Let us define the set of RE index corresponding to the reference signals (CRS) as

$$R = \{(k,l), \text{s.t. } X_{k,l} \text{ corresponds to ref. symbol}\}$$  \quad (5)

which is a subset of the complete resource grid symbol index set, denoted as $G$. Thus, the set $G - R$ denote the control, user and remaining data. Therefore, a more realistic expression of the transmitted signal is

$$x_{DML, l}(t) = \sum_{(k,l) \in G - R} |X_{k,l}| \cos [(\Omega_{RF} + \Omega_k) (t - N_{CP,l} T_s)]$$

$$\times (t - N_{CP,l} T_s) + \varphi_{zk,l}$$  \quad (6)

The first sum takes reference symbols (CRS) into account. The average power of the symbols of each subframe, corresponding to this signal, will be never zero, while the second sum is the contribution of the remaining data, which ranges from almost zero if no data traffic is transmitted up to the full load conditions. Consequently, from a stochastic perspective the signal is no longer a stationary process, but rather a time-variant process whose power changes depending on the allocated resources. Thus, the transmitted signal comprises two factors, the CRS signal $x_{DML, l}^{LTE, CRS}(t)$ and the data $x_{DML, l}^{LTE, data}(t)$

$$x_{DML, l}^{LTE}(t) = x_{DML, l}^{LTE, CRS}(t) + x_{DML, l}^{LTE, data}(t)$$  \quad (7)
From the laser modulation point of view, the waveform is scaled and a DC offset is added to operate the optical source. Neglecting the transmitter noise and linear distortion, the input current to the laser is given by

\[ i_{DL1}(t) = i_{bias} \left( 1 + \mu \right) + i_{bias} \]  

where \( \mu \) is the modulation index and \( i_{bias} \) is the bias current. Using (7), the actual input current is

\[ i_{DL1}(t) = i_{bias} \left( 1 + \mu \right) + i_{bias} \left( x_{DML1}^{LTE,CRS}(t) + x_{DML1}^{LTE,data}(t) \right) \]

\[ = i_{bias} + i_{bias}^{LTE,CRS}(t) + i_{bias}^{LTE,data}(t) \]  

The output optical field which feeds the fiber at a \( \lambda_0 \) wavelength is

\[ E(t, z = 0) = \sqrt{P_{LTE}(t)} e^{i \phi_0(t)} e^{i \frac{2 \pi}{\lambda_0} z} \]  

where \( P_{LTE}(t) \) and \( \phi_0(t) \) depend on the input laser current and can be estimated by solving the laser rate equations [13]. In this work, the evaluation of the effects will be experimentally carried out. The received intensity at the photodiode output \( I_{ph}(t) \) is computed from the optical field \( E(t, z = L) \) at the output of the fiber using the responsivity \( R \) and the Volterra Kernels \( H_q(\cdot) \), [14]

\[ I_{ph}(t) = R \left| E(t, z = L) \right|^2 \]

\[ = R \left| \sum_{q=0}^{\infty} H_q(E(t, z = 0)) \right|^2 + n_{opt}(t) \]  

The variance of receiver noise current \( n_{opt}(t) \) can be modelled as an AWGN model. It includes mainly thermal noise and shot noise. Alternatively, the output optical field can be calculated with the aid of numerical methods applied to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [15]. The key point is that Radio Resource Management bears on the input laser current and the optical power. Therefore, dispersion, noise and nonlinear behavior should be different depending on the traffic load, which impact on performance will be addressed by experimental measurements.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this work, the variation of the distortion has been experimentally evaluated as a function of the traffic load of the cell corresponding to different maximum input power to the laser and its bias current values. The root-mean-square error vector magnitude (EVM) parameter measures the in-band distortion in this paper. Performance requirements are defined in the standard [7], where it is established that the EVM of each E-UTRA carrier for different modulation schemes on Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) should be better than 17.5% for QPSK, 12.5% for 16QAM, 8% for 64QAM and 3.5% for 256QAM. The optical link operation parameters (mainly the bias current and the maximum input power to the laser) must be carefully selected so that its contribution to the global distortion is the least possible. This choice stems from the fact that these EVM bounds should not be exceeded when all sources of distortion (as a result of the optical link and the RF subsystem) are included and that the main cause of non-linear distortion is the RF power amplifier (HPA). However, very conservative values of the maximum input power to the laser decrease the delivered power to the RF subsystem in the RRH more than necessary, requiring a higher HPA gain. Therefore, it is required to find a tradeoff between the distortion which introduces the optical link and the requested demands to the HPA according to power variations due to the decisions of radio resource allocations in every 1 ms. LTE subframe.

A. Experimental Setup

The complete experimental test bench is shown in Fig. 2 through an equivalent block diagram including the real RF and optical elements. As we focus on evaluating the effects of the fronthaul FO link, the RF subsystem in the RRH is not included in the distortion analysis, but is shown in the figure to represent overall transmission system. The digital development platform used for the implementation of digital signal processes and the digital I/Q modulator and demodulator consists of a main board (ZedBoard featuring Zynq 7020 All-Programmable SoC) connected to a PC, which controls a high speed analog module with an integrated RF agile transceiver, the Analog Devices ADFMCOMMS2-EBZ. It comprises a RF \( 2 \times 2 \) transceiver with integrated 12-bit DACs and ADCs and has a tunable channel bandwidth (from 200 kHz to 56 MHz) and RX gain control. The output signal of the DAC is preamplified and upconverted to a RF frequency of 1.8 GHz, within the Band 9 of the LTE standard for FDD duplex mode. The generated signal corresponds to a LTE downlink signal (OFDM modulation) with M-QAM modulated subcarriers and 20 MHz bandwidth. The waveform, amplified by two low noise amplifiers (Mini Circuits ZX60-P33ULN+), feeds a laser diode module. An electro-absorption modulator (EAM) Distributed Feed-Back (DFB) (OptiLab DFB-EAM-1550-12 S/N7075), whose wavelength is 1550 nm is used in the experiments. The link between BBU and RRH is a single-mode fiber (SMF) with an attenuation of 0.25 dB/Km, a dispersion of 18 ps/(nm-Km) and is 15 km length.

The RRH side consists of a photodetector (PD) with a responsivity of 0.9 A/W (Nortel Networks PP-10G). The PD comprises a wideband InGaAs PIN detector and a GaAs HBT preamplifier so that a great bandwidth is achieved (11 GHz) which makes it suitable for receiving LTE signals at the appropriate frequency bands. The transimpedance gain is about 500 Ohms and the dark current takes a value of 10 nA.

In order to evaluate only the the optical link distortion, i.e. without influence of that due to the RF power amplifier, the signal is demodulated in the ADFMCOMMS2-EBZ after the optic-electric conversion and analyzed in the computer. A Spectrum Analyzer is used to visualize the generated signal spectrum in real time and to measure the signal power at the laser input and at the photodetector output.

B. Results

A set of experiments are accomplished in order to evaluate the effects of the power dynamics coming out from practical
radio resource allocation implementations and requirements at the wireless interface of LTE-A.

Fig. 3 shows the EVM (%) and the gain of the optical link \(G_{\text{opt}} = P_{\text{RF, in}}/P_{\text{opt, in}}\) in Fig. 2) in the case of several bias and maximum power configurations at the input of the RoF subsystem \(F_{\text{opt, in, max}}\) values from -14.5 dBm to 5.5 dBm modified in steps of 1 dB (named FO maximum input power in the figures) together with the maximum output power at the RF antenna connector when all REs are occupied. The maximum available output power at the antenna port is constrained by the specification corresponding to different coverage configurations [7]. Usual suggested values are \(P_{\text{RF, out}} = 30\) dBm (optionally 24 dBm, 37 dBm) for small cells and around 43 dBm to 46 dBm for macrocells. Once the level of \(P_{\text{RF, out}}\) is set according to coverage specifications (for example, 43 dBm for 20 MHz bandwidth is a reasonable scenario), the study shows that the smaller the RoF subsystem input power, the lower the received power at the input of the RF subsystem in the RRH and, thus, the greater the design challenges and requirements for that RF subsystem, particularly for the HPA implementation. As a result of the variation of the number of occupied PRBs \(\text{NPRBs}\) from 10 (10%) to 100 (100%) in every maximum \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}}\) configuration, the input power at the RoF subsystem varies dynamically every 1 ms, remaining the power spectral density constant according to the 3GPP specification.

The test-signal which is used in the experiments follows the LTE frame structure, consisting of different physical signal and channels including PDSCH, PDCCH, RS and synchronization data. Fig. 3 shows the obtained results with the allocated PRBs on the PDSCH when user information and 16QAM are employed. The cases of QPSK and 64QAM have been also evaluated with similar conclusions. The analysis of the influence of the laser bias current proofs that values around 50 mA offer the best results. Furthermore, a maximum \(P_{\text{opt, in}}\) around \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}} = -5.5\) dBm yields to the lowest EVM values (below 4.5%) for any PRB allocation configuration with almost constant gains (\(G_{\text{opt}} = -17\) dB). This scenario could be a suitable value for the optical link configuration. However, it is possible to obtain near-minimum distortion values with higher laser input powers when the traffic load is less than 100%, which is the most probable, as shown in Fig. 4 where a detailed comparison is performed for the most attractive values (EVM rises when \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}}\) is lower than -6.5 dBm due to noise, whereas nonlinear distortions are very significant above -1.5 dBm). For example, according to Fig. 4(a), if we set the maximum distortion due to the optical link in EVM = 5%, for occupations of PRBs up to 55% the input power to the laser up to -1.5 dBm can be increased; for occupations between 56% and 67%, the system could be configured to use a laser input power of -2.5 dBm; for occupations between 68% and 82% that might be -3.5 dBm, etc. Each increase of 1 dB in the RF input power results in 1 dB less in the HPA gain, which is clearly an advantage. In addition we evidence that similar input power values corresponding to different power spectral densities (for example, \(P_{\text{opt, in}} = -6.26\) dBm associated to \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}} = -1.5\) dBm and \(\text{NPRBs} = 30\) vs. \(P_{\text{opt, in}} = P_{\text{opt, in, max}} = -6.5\) dBm when \(\text{NPRBs} = 100\) are occupied) lead to very different EVM values. Fig. 4(b) shows the variations of the input power at the RF subsystem as a result of the variations of occupied PRBs \(\text{NPRBs}\) in cases with the same range of values of \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}}\). The power amplifier must work in the linear operation region in the whole range of variation of the RF input power. The required gain in the HPA thus remains constant for any load condition, once \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}}\) is fixed. Nevertheless, if we focus on the RF input power when \(\text{NPRBs} = 100\), the required gain for \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}} = -1.5\) dBm in order to reach \(P_{\text{RF, out, max}}\) (30 dBm in small cells or 46 dBm in macrocells for example) is about 4 dB lower than that required for \(P_{\text{opt, in, max}} = -5.5\) dBm.

The results of this work do not only determine the proper values of several parameters from the optical link and the radiofrequency subsystem gain, but also can be taken into account to achieve a more optimal design of both physical and link layers mechanisms in C-RAN architectures. Evaluation studies of both optical and RF subsystems in analog radio over fiber systems usually do not take into account the operation of higher levels of the wireless system. Results suggest improvements on the scheduler strategy design process (which must decide how many PRBs are assigned in the transmission to the UEs) to minimize the distortion introduced by the optical link. Being the normal operation of the BS far from full load conditions, the scheduling strategies can be developed in order to balance the number of allocated PRBs through the time (by scheduling similar number of PRBs every TTI), instead of gathering these on few subframes within the frame. If the service delay requirements allow it (delays of few milliseconds (2, 3, 4) are tolerable in all the cases) it may be more beneficial for the scheduler to make PRB allocation decisions looking for a similar percentage of occupancy in all subframes instead of minimizing to the extreme (reduce by 1, 2 or 3 ms) the waiting time in the transmission buffer if this supposes a high variability of the PRB occupation in subsequent subframes. Figs. 5 and 6 show experimental EVM performance, constellations diagrams and power spectral density functions for an example that illustrates the potential benefits. Setting an input power of -5.5 dBm for a bias of 50 mA, with 100 PRBs occupied in a subframe we have an EVM of 4.36%, and for 20 occupied PRBs in the next subframe we have an EVM of 2.01%, whereas if we occupy 60 PRBs in the two subframes, we have in both an EVM of 2.91%. Moreover, if all the time we have about 50%–60% of occupied PRBs, we can raise the input power to -2.5 dBm keeping the EVM below 4.58%. That is, higher maximum input power values (for example, -2.5 dBm) can be chosen, being the link budget improvement about 3 dB, from the HPA gain requirement point of view.

Moreover, in LTE network deployments, it is very convenient that the radio resource allocation patterns are as stable as possible in order to reduce the interference power variation. Thus, in fact, many of the implementations currently seek uniform distributions of the PRB allocations instead of high variable allocations. Although fast adaptation (every 1 ms) of the operating point of the RF amplifier can be complicated, it is not necessary to implement it, since the variations in the traffic load are much
Fig. 3. PDSCH Data EVM (%) and FO Gain for several maximum power configurations at the input of the RoF subsystem ($P_{\text{opt,ln},\text{max}}$) and a variable number of allocated PRBs (corresponding with variable $P_{\text{opt,ln}}$) considering several bias values. (a) Case a1: EVM bias 30 mA. (b) Case b1: Gain bias 30 mA. (c) Case a2: EVM bias 40 mA. (d) Case b2: Gain bias 40 mA. (e) Case a3: EVM bias 50 mA. (f) Case b3: Gain bias 50 mA.
slower. In a cell, the average load keeps practically constant for minutes and even hours and very rarely the cell will be fully loaded. Besides, in a shorter scale, an on-time concurrence of several services results on PRB demand requirements that remains constant for at least tens-hundreds of seconds. Thus, the adaptation is feasible. Besides, if most of the time the cell has a traffic load of, for example, 50%, an optical input power of −2.5 dBm can be set or even −1.5 dBm, relaxing the RF amplifier gain requirements in 3 dB–4 dB. If a bias current of 40 mA is considered, the RF amplifier gain can be relaxed in 4 dB. When the traffic load increases, we should simply reduce the optical input power and increase the gain of the RF amplifier. Finally,
we note that if the system is practically always running with a stable load of 20%–50%, an optical setting based on measurements made at full load results is a suboptimal configuration, clearly improvable.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have experimentally evaluated the distortion introduced by the optical link as a result of the variations in the RF input power due to fluctuations in the traffic load. We have verified that it is possible to set the bias current to a value which leads to low distortion in the entire range of number of occupied radio resources. Despite, results show that the laser input power choice only considering the distortion below a certain threshold for 100% radio resource occupation is highly inefficient under usual system operation conditions. Adaptively varying the RF input power depending on the number of occupied radio resources may reduce the requested RF high power amplifier gain up to 4 dB, thereby increasing its efficiency or reducing the nonlinear distortion it causes in the transmitted signal.
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